Precedence: ROUTINE  
Date: 02/05/2009

To: All Field Offices  
Attn: Intelligence Program Manager  
Intelligence Program Coordinator

Counterterrorism  
Attn: 

Intelligence Directorate  
Attn: 

From: Directorate of Intelligence  
Contact: SC Thomas J Mahlik

Approved By: 
Drafted By: tnB

Case ID #: 
Title: Domain Intelligence Note related to 

Synopsis: Request receiving offices produce a 

in field office Area of Responsibility (AOR).

Administrative: 

However, the Directorate of Intelligence (DI) recognizes that some field offices may wish to begin collection on the questions presented in the DIG in order to more accurately depict the threat in their domain. If intelligence collection is conducted at this time against the
To: All Field Offices
From: Directorate of Intelligence
Re: 02/05/2009

Details: The FBI is working to determine the
To: All Field Offices
From: Directorate of Intelligence
Re: 02/05/2009

Human Intelligence collection and coverage
UNCLASSIFIED

To: All Field Offices
From: Directorate of Intelligence
Re: Privacy and Civil Liberties
02/05/2009

Privacy and Civil Liberties

(U) Pursuant to the Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations (AGG-Dom) and the FBI Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide, November 30, 2008 (DIOG), all investigative activity conducted by the FBI must be conducted for an authorized purpose. Any authorized purpose may not be solely to monitor the exercise of rights that are protected by the Constitution and may not be based solely on race, ethnicity, national origin or religion. (DIOG, Section 4) This prohibition also applies to Assessment activities under DIOG, Section 5, and Intelligence Analysis and Planning activities pursuant to DIOG Section 15. Any activity taken pursuant to this DIG must be pursuant to an authorized purpose and no indicator listed in this DIG may be
To: All Field Offices
From: Directorate of Intelligence
Re: 02/05/2009

used to justify investigative activity without an authorized purpose.

Potential vulnerable Domain Entities:

List out the vulnerable domain entities already known about the threat. (i.e. where the threat interacts, operates or is targeting)
To: All Field Offices From: Directorate of Intelligence
Re: 02/05/2009

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Action)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All receiving offices are requested to submit a Domain Intelligence Note related to

**